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Supplement 1. Predicting fish target strength at low frequencies and estimating physiological parameters from
measured target strengths, and experimental design for imaging Antarctic krill
nance frequency (Hz), and η is a dimensionless damping
factor. For swimbladders that can be approximated as prolate spheroids, the resonance frequency is given by

Predicting fish TS at low frequencies and estimating
physiological parameters from measured TS
The target strength (TS) of pelagic fish with swimbladders has been studied in detail at the frequencies of conventional fish finding sonar (CFFS; 10 to ~200 kHz) both experimentally and with theoretical models. In this regime,
several empirical models relating TS to fish length are available (Love 1971, McClatchie et al. 1996, Ona 2003, Kang et
al. 2004, Peltonen & Balk 2005). In contrast, limited fish TS
data have been collected at lower frequencies (0.01 to
1 kHz) where OAWRS typically operates and swimbladder
resonance is found in many species. Indeed OAWRS is
among the first systems to provide data at frequencies
≤1 kHz, where many strong variations in scattering are
expected due to swimbladder resonance according to
various models (Love 1978, 1993). At such low frequencies, swimbladder scattering becomes effectively omnidirectional so that TS becomes
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where r is the equivalent swimbladder radius (m), f is the
insonifying frequency (Hz), f0 is the swimbladder’s reso-
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where κ is the dimensionless swimbladder correction factor
that Weston (1967) obtained using Strasberg’s solution for
scattering from an oblate spheroid (Strasberg 1953), γ = 1.4
is the ratio of the specific heats of air, P is the ambient pressure (Pa), and df is the fish flesh density (kg m– 3) (e.g. for
Atlantic herring df = 1071 kg m– 3; Nero et al. 2004). The
damping factor η is obtained from
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where c is the speed of sound in water (m s–1) and ξ is the
viscosity of the fish flesh (Pa s) (e.g. empirical value for
Atlantic herring: ξ = 50 Pa s; Nero et al. 2004).
The swimbladder correction term (Weston 1967) is

(1)

and the total scattering cross section Σ is directly proportional to the square magnitude of the fish scatter function
S(f ) and the acoustic wave number via
S (f ) 2
(2)
Σ = 4π
k
which depends on swimbladder shape and material properties of the surrounding fish. According to Love’s model
(Love 1978), a US Navy standard, the backscattering cross
section, related to the total scattering cross section by ΣBS =
Σ/4π, is given by
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where the eccentricity ε is the ratio of the minor to major
axis of a prolate spheroid.
The volume of the swimbladder is assumed to follow
Boyle’s Law so that

P0V0 = PzVz
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where (P0, V0) are the ambient pressure and volume at zero
depth, and (Pz, Vz) are the pressure and volume at any depth
z. For a prolate spheroid, volume is related to the semimajor axis a and semi-minor axis b by
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Fish TS is then modeled (Figs. 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 in the

main paper) by assuming the prolate spheroid swimbladder
has a major axis that is a constant percentage of total fish
length, usually 26 to 33% (Gorska & Ona 2003, Nero et al.
2004). Swimbladder volume is assumed to only change
through variation in minor axis (Blaxter 1979, Ona 1990,
2003) due to physical constraints in fish anatomy. Given fish
length and depth distribution, target strength can be parameterized by a single parameter, swimbladder volume or
equivalently neutral buoyancy depth. For OAWRS 2003
analysis, fish length distributions were determined from
overnight in situ measurements of individual fish. Measurements were made by CFFS at 38 kHz in the vicinity of the
shoals imaged earlier the same day. These TS measurements were then used to calculate the fish mean length,
which was found to be approximately 28.6 cm within the
OAWRS imaged shoals (McClatchie et al. 1996). Fish depth
distribution was also determined from CFFS echograms. For
OAWRS 2006, fish length distributions and swimbladder geometries were also obtained from concurrent trawl samples.
The expansion ratio of the minor axis at the surface,
a(0)/a(znb), is shown for a range of neutral buoyancy depths znb
typical of physostome fish (Fig. S1). For example, a physostome at the surface would have to take in an amount of air
corresponding to a doubling of its swimbladder minor axis to
achieve neutral buoyancy at a depth of 30 m. However, neutral buoyancy in physostomes occurs down to 60 m depth
(Thorne & Thomas 1990) for which gulping of air is an unlikely
mechanism. The neutral buoyancy depth of 78 m, which we
obtain by fitting the OAWRS 2003 data with the Love model
(Fig. 5 in the main paper), suggests that physostome fish such
as herring should have mechanisms either for building up gas
in their swimbladder, e.g. gas-producing bacteria in their
digestive tract, or for damping which lower and spread the
resonance and have shallower neutral buoyancy depth.
A shoal will host herring of variable satiety since swimbladder gas content will vary from diffusive loss or gas-production gain mechanisms so that a system making measurements only above 1.0 kHz would not likely be able to
determine the corresponding distribution of neutral buoyancy depths within a shoal. Measurements over a range of
frequencies at and below resonance for all physiologically
plausible neutral buoyancy depths would be necessary.
The TS corresponding to the average scattering cross section of an individual fish at OAWRS operating frequencies is

Fig. S1. Expansion ratio of the swimbladder minor axis at
the surface as a function of neutral buoyancy depth

obtained by calibrating OAWRS fish population densities to
those calculated from simultaneous in situ CFFS measurements at the spatial locations where simultaneous data in
shoals is available (Appendix E in the main paper). OAWRS
TS estimation also requires compensating the received
sound pressure-levels for (1) 2-way transmission loss in the
range-dependent continental-shelf waveguide; (2) the spatially varying resolution footprint of the OAWRS sourcereceiver system; and (3) source power (Makris et al. 2006,
Andrews et al. 2009, Appendix A in the main paper).
For useful concepts about scattering at, or near, swimbladder resonance see Nero & Huster (1996; salmon), Love (1993;
blue whiting), Nero et al. (1998; Pacific hake) and Nero et al.
(2004; Atlantic herring), where scattering responses of fish at
100 Hz to 5000 Hz were fit to Love’s model.

Experimental design for imaging Antarctic krill
In the cold waters of the Antarctic, the increasing hydrostatic pressure with depth leads to a sound speed minimum
near the sea surface (Urick 1983), so that sound rays are
refracted towards the water–air boundary (Officer 1958,
Clay & Medwin 1977, Urick 1983, Brekhovskikh & Lysanov
1991, Jensen et al. 2000). Upward refraction of sound is
observed even in summer, when the upper water column is
well mixed with a uniform sound speed structure (Fig. S2;
Enrico et al. 2003, Argo Database 2009). This makes it possible to design an OAWRS system that channels sound in
propagation paths that do not interact with the seafloor, but
only the ocean–atmosphere interface (Urick 1983), forming
refract-surface reflect (RSR) ray paths as shown in Fig. S2.
Since krill are mainly found in the upper water column
(<100 m) (Hamner et al. 1983, Lascara et al. 1999, Brierley &
Watkins 2000, Brierley et al. 2002), these RSR paths will
insonify the krill well with minimal bottom interference.
Given sound speed structure and source depth, it is possible to determine the ‘vertex’ of an RSR ray path, i.e. the
depth where the ray turns from downward to upward
refracting (Fig. S2). By choosing a 50 m source depth, and
confining the angle of transmission with respect to the horizontal to within θ = ± 5.2° in winter and θ = ± 2.5° in summer,
it is possible to restrict insonification to the top 100 m of the
water column. Such beaming of sound requires a source
array with a mainlobe width of θ and sidelobe levels that are
some orders of magnitude (50 dB in our simulations) lower
than the mainlobe level to avoid seafloor interaction. This
simple design ensures propagation paths with very little
bottom interference and enables OAWRS to detect krill
swarms because significant bottom interaction only occurs
when propagation angles exceed ± 7° in shallow (200 m;
Fig. S2), and ±13° in deeper waters (2000 m), with respect to
the horizontal.
Angular fluctuations of the source array due to pitch of
the source ship may also need to be considered. To minimize bottom interference in the propagation path, maximum angular fluctuations should be constrained to 2° and 8°
in winter, and to 4.5° and 10.5° in summer, for shallow and
deep water environments, respectively If angular fluctuations exceed the above values, OAWRS imaging of the
smaller, 2 cm krill will be severely affected. However, the
larger, 3 to 4 cm krill will still be imaged with a dynamic
range of at least 15 dB (Fig. 19 in the main paper), for typical swarm densities.
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Fig. S2. OAWRS detection of Antarctic krill employs ray paths and the sound speed profile of the Antarctic environment
(Chen 2008). The vertical source array of an OAWRS system is centered at 50 m depth and the total water depth is 200 m. Rays
within the array mainlobe beam are bounded by the solid and dashed lines and follow RSR paths that can image krill at long
ranges. The array mainlobe is designed to be ± 5.2° in winter (black lines), and ± 2.5° in summer (grey lines). Rays at angles
that exceed ± 7° (e.g. black dotted lines) are in the much weaker array sidelobes and follow surface-reflected bottom-reflected
paths that are contaminated with seafloor scattering returns in shallow water. The figure is not to scale
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